Preserving and sustaining culture: Traditional clothing in the UNESCO world cultural heritage site Kandy in Sri Lanka
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Abstract

This paper considers the significance of traditional clothing and to identity perspective of cultural heritage. The traditional elite male clothing is known as Thuppottiya or Mulenduma is a power referring traditional dress is being practiced in the UNESCO world cultural heritage site Kandy and its vicinities in Sri Lanka. Carried out preliminary fieldwork in Kandy (August 2018) the author discusses referring to the currently observed traditional practice and its conceptual development in which dress regulated as a sense of national identity, pride, and unity. It is necessary to reformulate cultural values and valuing processes, in order to better understand the Kandyan culture and its meaning in material objects such as dress. This study identifying dress as an intangible heritage value material cultural objects which signifying and expressing subtle cultural values and social relationships. The wearing of Thuppottiya in particular, offers to an elite male as a means of communication in power conscious and historically stratified society. Anthropological and educational value of Kandyan Thuppottiya is a rich blend of indigenous, Indian and Western cultures. The dress has been an important aspect of Kandyan cultural life. It is argued that Thuppottiya is still an integral part of a ritual and social activities in Kandy shed light on the complex history, Sri Lanka. Considering ethnographic survey in contemporary context, the author states that Thuppottiya contributes intangible heritage of the UNESCO world cultural heritage Kandy in their encapsulation of the islands oral history, art, social commentary and concepts of beauty. The Thuppottiya lies at the core of ethnic identity and has assumed a higher level of significance among consumers and tourists who collect symbolic items. The author concludes by outlining some of the challenges that heritage regimes face in contemporary society and culture and seek potential strategies for preserving, safeguarding its mixed cultural resources.
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INTRODUCTION

Using dress as an expression of social and cultural character gradually developed from many countries. Research conducted by many scholars around the world (Farber, 2010; Hamilton & Hamilton, 1989; Kuma-Kpobee, Power, & Otieno, 2007) revealed that there is a link between dress and social differentiation. In spite of the impact of dress, dialogue on traditional dress at national level seems to be lacking in Sri Lanka, desire to preserve national culture and historical heritage. Therefore, it is necessary to undertake immediate actions to preserve the national traditional dress, its meanings, significance in relation to uplift cultural identity. Thus, Sri Lanka will only be in a position to adopt a holistic notion for preservation of their cultural dress artifacts, by first establishing the relationship between traditional dress and salient values and meanings.

Objective of the Study

The current study is aimed at identifying dress as an intangible heritage value material cultural object which signifies and expresses subtle cultural values and social relationships.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Kandy World Cultural Heritage Site

Kandy was the last administrative Kingdom of Sri Lanka prevails from 14th Century AD to 1815 (De Silva, 2005). The city of Kandy was affirmed a world cultural heritage site by UNESCO in 1988. Kandy is an important center for administration, commercial and culture developed from history. The city is located in the central highland region in Sri Lanka. There were 20 district secretariats and 2987 villages in Kandy district. According to the department of Census and Statistics, 2012 is stated that the total district population is 1,279,028 and 80 percent of the population is rural, 12 percent urban and 8 percent live in the plantation sector (Daskon & Binns, 2009). Kandy era was the last and the first era of history during both Western and Eastern foreign influences spread over the Kingdom. At the beginning from the formation of Kandyen Kingdom, South Indian influences were gradually penetrated from the Gampola Kingdom (Daskon & Binns, 2009). The Portuguese took over for 130 years, the Dutch for 163 years and last the British took over the country for almost 150 years. The Nayakkar influences brought strong social assimilations because they ruled almost 76 years. As a result of that native culture society has fast becoming westernization in outlook. By the 16th Century onwards the royalty embraced western cultural values. Ultimately royal and elite dress significantly show western influences (Kabas, 2017; Ranathunga, 2018; Suharti & Pramono, 2016; Yazici, 2016). The majority of the community of Kandyanculture said to have been descended from South Indian and its structure was modified by later development (Coomaraswamy, 1956). Thus rural Kandyen communities are considered to be conventional and their dignity developed through hereditary connections, skills and traditional craftsmanship (Dewaraja, 1988; Subiyantoro, Sulisty, Yulianto, & Prameswari, 2017). Culture is a complicated concept which has peculiar features. The UNESCO defines culture as a unique system of pattern of life (World Cultural Report, 2001). Nowottny (2008) refers cultures as the whole sectors of life include scientific knowledge, traditions of food and dress, symbols, indigenous practice of taking decisions and power utilization. Culture interprets as a complex of features that include spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional aspects that distinguish a social group or a society by the UNESCOs the Commonwealth Foundation. Verhelst (1990) further states that culture includes modes of life, value systems and traditions and beliefs. It is realized that culture in this sense is defined in the broadest sense of tangible and intangible sects include traditional values, knowledge and customs. These characteristics can be preserved and invested across socially to improve opportunities and sustainability of peoples lives.

Power of Dress: Thuppottiya

Kandyen elites identified as powerful and distinguish cluster in the social strata who were tired from a high caste status at the kings service and who possessed wealth and wielded power (Dewaraja, 1988; Yildiz, 2016). Their extravagant thuppottiya luxurious dress signified dignity, power and high social status. The costume was worn at the royal court and ceremonial occasions such as New Year festival, annual procession at the Tooth Relic and annual show at the Kings court where the high status displayed. During the Kandyen era it was strictly prohibited to imitate royal and elite dress etiquettes by the rest of the common people. Dewaraja (1988) explains that it is seen that many of the elite were aristocratic by birth whose family had severed Kandyen royalty for a long period. They had direct correlation with the royalty. Thuppottiya dress was the ceremonial dress of elite show eclectic mixture of many cultural influences. The costume is consisted of an extravagant long lower draped cloth and a jacket. The dress is a hybrid form which entails western features combined with Siamese dress features. Coomaraswamy (1956) stated that items of the jacket are similar to the Western jacket with a collar, cuffs, buttons and silver button chains. As Ranathunga (2018) states that the Tuppottidress was brought from the Kingdom of Siam during the Kandyen era when the two countries had cultural exchange in terms of establishment of higher ordination (Uppasampada a Buddhist ritual) in Sri Lanka. The dress was inspired by Javanese royal court dress. In order to the Siamese tradition, a Buddhist novice (apprentice) must wear royal regalia and tuppotti with white loose trouser before he takes oaths. It is understood that the method of wearing elite costume developed gradually during the Kandyen period. The tuppottiya consisted of three clothes. Each cloth is long 12 cubits. Occasionally tuppottiya made by attaching two 6 cubits long pieces cloth together. Historical evidences show that during the Dutch occupational era, there were especially imported fine textiles to Kandyen elite and for the royal family from...
countries like Surat and Bengol (Chou, Wu, & Chou, 2017; Dewaraja, 1988). A British writer of the 19th Century Davy (1821) also explains that the quantity of cloths wrapped round their waist to achieve extraordinary size, considered as an emblem of dignity. Christopher Schweitzer, a German (1676 A.D) who served for the Dutch East India Company recorded about early local chieftains dress as they wear piece of linen about their middle, from the navel down to their knees but they make a very great distinction of their apparel, according to their dignity and quality. According Knox (1966) records elite wore white thupottiya dress including bravely engraved short dagger which was carved out silver and a painted cane. During the time of Kirthi Sri Rajasimha (17047-1782) mural of the Madawala temple represents a chief who wears white muslin pleated jacket with short sleeves, buttoned up the front, thuppotti cloth and belt.

Figure 1. Elite of the Kandyan era wore tuppottiya or four corned hat

**Dress and Service Associated with World Heritage City Kandy**

The arrival of the Tooth relic was an important event in the early history of Buddhism in Sri Lanka. The Tooth Relic was brought from India about 805 B.E (311 AC) during the time of King Sirimeghavanna. From then, this sacred Tooth Relic considered as a national treasure of great value and a tangible sign of Sinhalese and their scared attachment to the Buddhist doctrine. There is a common faith of Sri Lankans that of the relics of the Buddha is believed to be inseparably associated with kingship. The history provides evidences that political sovereignty was inextricably interwoven with the possession of the Tooth Relic since the 12th Century until the end of the Sinhalese Kingdom. (The Kingdom lasted almost 3½ centuries from 1474-1815) (Seneviratne, 1983). The relationship of King with Sangha of Buddhist monks show that how royalty and their legitimation associated with sacred symbols in culture. The sacred rituals offering to the Tooth Relic by the specific officials also representing of cultural code for the exchange of power between authoritative officials with Kings (today take up the duty of lay guardian of the temple of Tooth as Diyawadana Nilame monks, and officials such as patha male and udamalekattale) Seneviratne (1978) states that the King’s role in safeguarding the ritual maintenance of the Sacred Tooth Relic was a critical component of his legitimacy. These rituals also depict the society’s classified system and representation of the caste system which was stem of controlling the social strata of Kandyan society. There were three daily rituals offered to the Tooth Relic. These rituals were established based on the fact that the Tooth Relic was considered as the living Lord Buddha which was popular imagination of Sri Lankans. Offering alms to the Tooth Relic was the main customary ritual held three times every day. These rituals were originated and established from the foundation of classical worship of the Hindu gods. In the dawn ritual, the Relic was offered sacred breakfast along with scented flowers, incense and traditional sound. During the daytime alms (food as lunch) were offered and during the evening, liquids offered. These three services are known as early morning service, mid-day service, and evening service. The officers required to be ready for the service by clad with traditional costumes before the
ceremony begins. These rituals were conducted by the caste hierarchy officials who descend from traditional families. The traditional bureaucracy was known as Ralas (masters) and attired traditional costumes show broad slots of the social hierarchy (Appadurai, 1981). There are six types of officers known as Ralas who serve offering the alms to the Tooth Relic. Kariya Korala is the head of officials who are responsible for the service to the Tooth Relic. The officers who serve at the kitchen are called Muluthangerala, officers serving keys of the chamber of the tooth relic known as Vattorurala, Geparalais an officer who helps priests for the service, Kaththiyanarala (serving royal meals from kitchen to the chamber of the Tooth Relic, Pallemalerala is helping priests for the service at the lower shrine of the temple of the tooth relic. Dorakadaarachchi (guarding the gate) is the guard of the entrance where the Tooth Relic placed. It was observed that these officials received specific sumptuary privileges.

Figure 2. Service retinue of the tooth relic. The Lay Guardian Embroidered tuppottiya wore colour tuppottiya, Kariya Korala

Figure 3. 6 Ralas in red colour hats, two officials wore coloured scarfs, two guards in officials wore coloured scarfs, two guards in red belt in white colour tuppottiya

Figure 4. Ralas in white tuppottiya & jackets bringing alms to the tooth relic

Figure 5. Kaththiyana rala in white tuppottiya & jacket
Belief Systems and Tradition associated with Dress

Literature on dress indicates that it has an important link with tradition. Tradition is a culturally constructed concept (Jirousek, 1997) tradition therefore, is a practice or custom and knowledge communicated through generations. Even with it shows slow change, tradition go through makeover and reform, which signifies consistency and continuity. Rabine (2002) says that tradition has a component of continuity. Also tradition, alteration through time and be apt to to unveil influence from other cultures. Eicher and Erekosima (1995) refers physical characteristics of dress include belief systems that outline moral and aesthetic standards for dress. He also points out that belief systems vary from society to society and between sub-groups within the same society. Hamilton and Hamilton (1989) identify that dress identities are dynamic, and change in relation to objects and belief systems that sharp aesthetics of clothing. Dress encompassing everything that concerns the body such as body beautifications include clothing and accessories. Through social association of the individuals and their dress, identities, outlooks, cultural values and canons are announced or communicated Eicher and Roach-Higgins (1995) states that significance of dress to culture is evolving with time and by changing the using of dress and is never rooted to the past. Various researchers argue that ethnicity holds the strength of groups ideas. In these way members of a group distinguishes their position from non-members of a group. These members share a collective heritage including dress, beliefs language, and the way of life. Ethnic dress signifies the common ways of dress and identify group of people who stake a common background and heritage (Eicher & Roach-Higgins, 1995).

RESEARCH MODEL

The ethnographic research model has utilized for the study. Ethnography is the art and science used to describe a group of culture. These studies encompass a full engagement of the researcher in the day-to-day lives or culture. Ethnography study can gather quantities of materials to describe people and their believes system and how they behave in routine (Roper & Shapira, 2000). By observation, interviewing and conducted archival research collected multiple data (Angrosino, 2007). Conducted series of observation son people and to their activities and inter relationships of people in the field. In order to understand the views of the individuals in relation to the restoration of traditional forms of dress, the study focused on Kandyan perceptions of dress, historic traditional dress, the relationship of dress to culture, and inquiry whether the traditional dress has a place in contemporary Kandy society. Furthermore this study seeks whether traditional dress exists, and to generate information relating to events during which traditional dress is worn or used. Constructed interviews were conducted. Archival materials were observed and recorded. Data was coded for descriptive labels. Then collected data was coded in a way to compare and identify patterns. Coded patterns of types of activities, events and methodology of wear the thuppottiya. Reliability and validity was achieved by verifying data with other literary sources.

DATA ANALYSIS

Thuppottiya or Mulenduma traditional elite male dress of Kandy is an ensemble and sets of design which represent a segment of social community bear unique cultural behaviour. The dress holds cultural values in terms of wearing it and utilization. The dress is functioning in the Kandyan region since history as a task oriented dress. It was identified that there are two types thuppottiya. The thuppottiya utilized by the lay guardian of the Tooth Relic known as Diyawadana Nilame and head of service to the Tooth Relic was known as KariyaKorala (Kariya means duty). Their dresses were identically similar as a whole outfit; however differences seems to be appear in outer appearance as colour, material, embellishments, and the manner of accessorizing the outfit. It was identified that the evolutions of the thuppottiya dress in Sri Lanka taken place in a specific time. The costume was developed, formed during the Kandyan era. Characteristics of the costume are emphasized an extravagant body form, hybrid formation of Western and Eastern cultural dress features, task orientation, eclectic mixture of sewing and unsewn wrapping methods of dress formation (Ranathunga, 2015). This study therefore, concurs with some of the views of scholars who consider traditional dress. Also who considers dress as changing depending on times also values the group and cultural new from (Nowottny, 2008). In this manner, traditional dress is liable to undergo a process of cultural transformation. The styles adopted by people of a community is to be authenticated to the values of a particular culture or group. In the process, the traditional dress styles may be authenticated to the values of a particular culture or group.
DISCUSSION

Draping method of the thuppottiya was associated with folding, pleating, gathering and methods of knotting. This draping method is unique to Asia. Coomaraswamy (1956) states Asian dress is arranged by a large piece of cloth by knotting, pleating or folding over the body rather than tucking pins or sewing. A tuppottiya is a white cloth, eight or nine cubits long, made in two pieces of cloth neatly joined up in the middle: single widths are called paday, and measure six or seven cubits in length, and four to six spans in breadth (Coomaraswamy, 1956). The dress is started by wrapping a series of kavani (waist cloths) which are draped on the hip. The first is draped as a Basque consisting of semicircular folds over each hip. The top edge of the cloth is gathered in a tight wad of pleats at the diaphragm and anchored firmly to the waist. Folding plays a great part in arranging the dress. It is a descriptive activity, intended to smoothly and continually run with no evidence of ambiguity or interruption (Quinn, 2003). An extravagant body silhouette was formed by many knots; twisting wads of fabrics at the middle and going round the waist. The twisted knot is placed at the abdomen forming a bulky, firm knot. Finally, three knots appear at the diaphragm and those are known as mohottigeta (Knots of mohotti).

CONCLUSION

Some scholars were argued that the traditional dress is unchanging. Development features on dress challenges definitions. It was observed, some modifications of the dress features. It has been found that due to the globalization and technological advancement the community experiences economic changes and it affects loosing purity and authenticity of traditional dress. Furthermore it is also revealed that the physical features of the dress are modified. It was also found that some dress may have new forms while keeping with the traditional culture. The study revealed that traditional dress is considered as part of a dynamic culture. The dress is accountable to be pretentious by the changes that happen inside culture. Meanings and usage of traditional dress therefore change with the passage of time, reconstruction and repackaging of ideas about culture.
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